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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for reflecting color data of back or far Surfaces of 
a plurality of transparent polygons overlapped with each 
other in an eyes direction, on a display Screen. The method 
for generating image data of a virtual three-dimensional 
Space viewed from a predetermined view point, comprises: 
determining a plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces in 
the Virtual three-dimensional Space, operating an angle 
between an eyes direction at the predetermined view point 
and a normal direction to each of the transparent primitive 
Surfaces, deciding a description order of the plurality of 
transparent primitive Surfaces So as to give priority one of 
the transparent primitive Surfaces when the angle is an acute 
angle over one of the transparent primitive Surfaces when 

(30) Foreign Application Priority Data the angle is an obtuse angle; and describing the plurality of 
transparent primitive Surfaces by composing color data of 

Dec. 11, 2000 (JP)...................................... 2OOO-3767O3 the transparent primitive Surfaces in the description order. 
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METHOD, APPARATUS, STORAGE MEDIUM, 
PROGRAM, AND PROGRAM PRODUCT FOR 
GENERATING IMAGE DATA OF VIRTUAL 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The invention relates a method, an apparatus, a 
Storage medium, a program, and a program product, for 
displaying a plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces 
(transparent primitive Surfaces or translucent primitive Sur 
faces) provided in a virtual three-dimensional space. 
0003 2. Description of Related Art 
0004 Conventionally, a game apparatus for displaying a 
Virtual three-dimensional Space created by three-dimen 
Sional computer graphics is known. Such a game apparatus 
arranges objects consisting of a plurality of polygons (primi 
tive Surfaces) in a virtual three-dimensional space repre 
Sented in a world coordinate System, and generates images 
viewed from a view point in the virtual three-dimensional 
Space. 

0005 That is, the game apparatus operates coordinate 
values and a direction of each object (polygons constituting 
each object, vertexes constituting each polygon) in the world 
coordinate System. Then, the game apparatus determines a 
view point, an eyes direction, and a view Volume (a field of 
view; a pyramid determined by a field of view angle and a 
Z direction depth of field) of the view point, and transforms 
the coordinate values and the direction of each object 
represented in the World coordinate System to those repre 
Sented in a viewing coordinate System. Then, the game 
apparatus performs a hidden Surfaces processing to the 
polygons, and perspective projects the polygons in a Screen 
coordinate System. Thereby, the game apparatus decides a 
color of each pixel of a frame buffer (a Screen). 
0006. As one algorithm of the hidden Surfaces process 
ing, it is a Z buffer algorithm. In order to perform the Z 
buffer algorithm, the game apparatus prepares a Zbuffer that 
is a Storage area therein. The Z buffer is a storage area, 
Storing Z values in the Screen coordinate System, corre 
sponding to pixels Stored in the frame buffer, respectively. 
According to the Z buffer algorithm, the game apparatus 
perspective projects all polygons on the Screen in Voluntary 
order. Herein, when perspective projecting any one of poly 
gons on the Screen, the game apparatus performs the fol 
lowing processing. 

0007 That is, in case Z values of pixels occupied by the 
perspective projected polygon are not Stored in the Z buffer, 
the game apparatus Stores the color of the point of the 
polygon corresponding to each pixel in the frame buffer, in 
the pixel of the frame buffer. On the other hand, in case Z. 
values of pixels occupied by the polygon are Stored in the Z 
buffer, the game apparatus compares the Z value of the point 
of the polygon corresponding to each pixel with the Z value 
of the pixel. Then, in case the Z Value of the point of the 
polygon is Smaller than the Z value of the pixel correspond 
ing to the point, the game apparatus rewrites the Z value-of 
the pixel to the Z value of the point, stores the Z value of the 
point in the Z buffer, and provides the color of the point to 
the pixel. On the other hand, in the case the Z value of the 
point of the polygon is larger than the Z value of the pixel 
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corresponding-to the point, the game apparatus does not 
rewrite the Z value of the pixel, and does not provide the 
color of the point to the pixel. When the game apparatus 
outputs values Stored in the frame buffer after performing the 
above-described processing to each pixel, it is possible that 
the game apparatus performs the hidden Surfaces processing 
to all polygons. 

0008. As another algorithm of the hidden surfaces pro 
cessing, it is a back Surfaces clipping algorithm. The back 
Surfaces clipping algorithm is an algorithm of performing 
the hidden Surfaces processing without perspective project 
ing all polygons. According to the back Surfaces clipping 
algorithm, the game apparatus performs the following pro 
cessing to each object provided in the virtual three-dimen 
Sional Space. 
0009. That is, the game apparatus determines whether 
each polygon constituting the object is at the view point Side 
(the front) of the object or the opposite side (the back) to the 
View point, on the basis of an eyes direction and direction of 
a normal of each polygon. More specifically, the game 
apparatus operates an angle between a normal vector of each 
polygon and an eyes vector, decides that the polygon is at the 
back in case the angle is an acute angle, and decides that the 
polygon is at the front in case the angle is an obtuse angle. 
Then, the game apparatus transforms only the polygons at 
the front to those represented in the Screen coordinate 
System, and thereby determines the color of each pixel 
Stored in the frame buffer. Therefore, because the game 
apparatus displays only the front of each object, it is possible 
that the game apparatus performs the hidden Surfaces pro 
cessing to all polygons. 

0010) By the way, in order to display more realistic 
images on a display Screen, there is a case a transparent 
object or a translucent object Such as a window glass or a 
water Surface is provided in the Virtual three-dimensional 
Space. Hereinafter, the transparent object and the translucent 
object will be called a transparent object. The game appa 
ratus displays the transparent object on the Screen by per 
forming the following processing. 

0011 That is, the game apparatus perspective projects the 
transparent object on the Screen coordinate System, and 
determines colors of pixels corresponding to points included 
in each transparent polygon of the transparent object, 
according to an alpha value of the transparent object. More 
Specifically, the game apparatus composes the color of each 
pixel decided before displaying the transparent polygon on 
the Screen and the color of the transparent polygon, accord 
ing to the alpha value, and thereby determines each pixel of 
the frame buffer. When the game apparatus performs the 
above-described processing to all transparent polygons con 
Stituting the transparent object, the transparent object is 
displayed on the Screen. 
0012. In the game apparatus according to an earlier 
development, there are the following problems in case the 
game apparatus performs the hidden Surfaces processing to 
the transparent polygon. 

0013 When the game apparatus carries out the hidden 
Surfaces processing according to the Z buffer algorithm, 
because the game apparatus perspective projects all poly 
gons in Voluntary order, there is a case the display on the 
Screen is influenced by the projection order. For example, in 
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case another polygon is provided at the far Side of the 
transparent polygon in the eyes direction, there is a differ 
ence in the display on the Screen between the case the game 
apparatus perspective projects the transparent polygon first 
and the case the game apparatus perspective projects another 
polygon first. 
0.014) That is, in case the game apparatus perspective 
projects the transparent polygon after perspective projecting 
another polygon first, because the Z value of the point 
included in the transparent polygon is Smaller than the Z 
value of the pixel stored in the frame buffer, that is the Z 
value of the point included in another polygon, the game 
apparatus composes the color of the transparent polygon and 
the color of the frame buffer, that is the color of another 
polygon. Therefore, the images are displayed on the display 
Screen So that another polygon is always at the far Side of the 
transparent polygon. On the other hand, in case the game 
apparatus perspective projects another polygon after per 
Spective projecting the transparent polygon first, because the 
Z value of the point included in another polygon is larger 
than the Z value of the pixel stored in the frame buffer, that 
is the Z value of the point included in the transparent 
polygon, the game apparatus does not provide the color of 
another polygon to the pixel. Therefore, in Spite of the 
transparent polygon, the color of another polygon is not 
reflected in the transparent polygon on the display Screen. 
0.015 Further, according to the Z buffer algorithm, even 
if another object is not provided at the far side of the 
transparent object in the eyes direction, there is a difference 
in displaying the transparent object on the Screen between 
the case the game apparatus perspective projects the front 
polygon constituting the transparent polygon after perspec 
tive projecting the back polygon and the case the game 
apparatus perspective projects the back polygon constituting 
the transparent polygon after perspective projecting the front 
polygon. 
0016 That is, in case the game apparatus perspective 
projects the front polygon of the transparent polygon after 
perspective projecting the back polygon first, because the Z 
value of the front polygon is smaller than the Z value of the 
pixel stored in the frame buffer, that is the Z value of the 
back polygon, the game apparatus composes the color of the 
front polygon and the color of the frame buffer. On the other 
hand, in case the game apparatus perspective projects the 
back polygon of the transparent polygon after perspective 
projecting the front polygon first, because the Z value of the 
back polygon is larger than the Z value of the pixel Stored 
in the frame buffer, that is the Z value of the front polygon, 
the game apparatus does not provide the color of the back 
polygon to the pixel. 
0.017. Therefore, concerning the transparent object, the 
game apparatus avoids that the projecting order of polygons 
has an influence on the display of the transparent object, by 
performing the hidden Surfaces processing according to the 
back Surfaces clipping algorithm. 
0.018. However, according to the back surfaces clipping 
algorithm, because the color of the back polygon of the 
transparent polygon is not reflected on the display Screen, 
there is a case the reality lackS. For example, in case the 
color of the back polygon of the transparent object is 
different from the color of the front polygon, the color of the 
back polygon is not reflected on the pixel. Accordingly, in 
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Spite of the transparent object, only the color of the front 
polygon of the transparent object is displayed on the display 
Screen. Further, for example, in Spite of the fact that the light 
is irradiated and reflected to the back of the transparent 
object, it is impossible that images are displayed on the 
display Screen So that the light is reflected on the back of the 
transparent object. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0019. The present invention was developed in view of the 
above-described problems. 
0020. It is an object of the present invention to reflect 
color data of back Surfaces (far sides) of a plurality of 
transparent polygons overlapped with each other in an eyes 
direction, on a display Screen. 
0021. In accordance with a first aspect of the present 
invention, a method for generating image data of a virtual 
three-dimensional Space viewed from a predetermined view 
point, comprises: 

0022 determining (for example, a space operation 
unit 110 shown in FIG. 4) a plurality of transparent 
primitive Surfaces in the virtual three-dimensional 
Space, 

0023 operating (for example, a space operation unit 
110 shown in FIG. 4) an angle between an eyes 
direction at the predetermined View point and a 
normal direction to each of the transparent primitive 
Surfaces, 

0024 deciding (for example, a projection order 
decision unit 154 shown in FIG. 4) a description 
order of the plurality of transparent primitive Sur 
faces So as to give priority one of the transparent 
primitive Surfaces when the angle is an acute angle 
over one of the transparent primitive Surfaces when 
the angle is an obtuse angle, and 

0025 describing (for example, a perspective projec 
tion unit 156 shown in FIG. 4) the plurality of 
transparent primitive Surfaces by composing color 
data of the transparent primitive Surfaces in the 
description order. 

0026. According to the method of the first aspect of the 
present invention, it is possible to determine whether a front 
of each of the transparent primitive Surfaces is turned to the 
View point or not, by operating the angle between the eyes 
direction and the normal direction of each of the transparent 
primitive Surfaces. 
0027. For example, in case a plurality of transparent 
primitive Surface constitute one object (model), the trans 
parent primitive surface the front of which is not turned to 
the view point (Hereinafter, it will be called a back trans 
parent primitive Surface.) is a primitive Surface constituting 
a back of the object, and the transparent primitive Surface the 
front of which is turned to the view point (Hereinafter, it will 
be called a front transparent primitive Surface.) is a primitive 
Surface constituting a front of the object. In other words, 
basically, the front transparent primitive Surface is posi 
tioned at the nearer side of the view point than the back 
transparent primitive Surface. 
0028. Therefore, because when color data of the back 
transparent primitive Surfaces are composed prior to the 
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front transparent primitive Surfaces, the back transparent 
primitive Surfaces are described, the color data of the back 
transparent primitive Surfaces are reflected on color data of 
the front transparent primitive Surfaces, and the front trans 
parent primitive Surfaces are described. Accordingly, it is 
possible to express an image as the back transparent primi 
tive Surface is at the far Side of the front transparent 
primitive Surface. Consequently, for example, because it is 
possible to express an image as the reflection of light on the 
back transparent primitive Surface is reflected on the front 
transparent primitive Surface, it is possible to display the 
realistic image on a Screen. 
0029. Herein, the primitive surface is a surface constitut 
ing a model (object). In case the model is a Surface model, 
the primitive Surface is at least one polygon constituting the 
model. Further, in case the model is a Solid model, the 
primitive Surface is a plane constituting a face of the model. 
0030 Preferably, the method according to the first aspect 
of the present invention, further comprises: deciding the 
description order of the plurality of transparent primitive 
Surfaces So as to give priority one of the transparent primi 
tive Surfaces when the angle is an acute angle over another 
of the transparent primitive Surfaces when the angle is an 
acute angle in order of far from the predetermined view 
point and So as to give priority one of the transparent 
primitive Surfaces when the angle is an obtuse angle over 
another of the transparent primitive Surfaces when the angle 
is an obtuse angle in order of far from the predetermined 
View point. 

0031. According to the above-described method, 
although there is a case a plurality of front transparent 
primitive Surfaces are overlapped with each other in the eyes 
direction at Some View point, because the plurality of front 
transparent primitive Surfaces are described in order of far 
from the View point, one front transparent primitive Surface 
is described with color data on which color data of another 
front transparent primitive Surface at the far Side of the one 
front transparent primitive Surface are reflected. Conse 
quently, it is possible to express an image as one front 
transparent primitive Surface is at the far Side of another 
front primitive Surface. 
0032. In case a plurality of back transparent primitive 
Surfaces are overlapped with each other in the eyes direction 
like the case of the front transparent primitive Surfaces, it is 
possible to express an image as one back transparent primi 
tive Surface is at the far Side of another back primitive 
Surface. 

0033. In accordance with a second aspect of the present 
invention, a method for generating image data of a virtual 
three-dimensional Space viewed from a predetermined view 
point, comprises: 

0034) determining (for example, a space operation 
unit 110 shown in FIG. 4) a plurality of transparent 
primitive Surfaces in the virtual three-dimensional 
Space, 

0035) deciding (for example, a projection order 
decision unit 154 shown in FIG. 4) a description 
order of the plurality of transparent primitive Sur 
faces in order of far from the predetermined view 
point; and 
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0036) describing (for example, a perspective projec 
tion unit 156 shown in FIG. 4) the plurality of 
transparent primitive Surfaces by composing color 
data of the transparent primitive Surfaces in the 
description order. 

0037 According to the method of the second aspect of 
the present invention, because the description order of a 
plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces is decided in order 
of far from the view point, color data of the plurality of 
transparent primitive Surfaces are composed in the decided 
description order, and the transparent primitive Surfaces are 
described, the transparent primitive Surface at the near Side 
in the eyes direction is described with color data on which 
color data of the transparent primitive Surface at the far side 
in the eyes direction from the view point are reflected. 
Consequently, it is possible to express an image as one 
transparent primitive Surface is at the far Side of another 
transparent primitive Surface. Further, because the descrip 
tion order of all transparent primitive Surfaces is decided, 
even if a number of transparent primitive Surfaces are 
overlapped in the eyes direction from the View point, the 
transparent primitive Surface at the nearest Side can be 
described with color data on which color data of the trans 
parent primitive Surface at the farthest Side are reflected. 
0038 Preferably, the method according to the first aspect 
or the Second aspect of the present invention, further com 
prises: describing a primitive Surface other than the plurality 
of transparent primitive Surfaces before describing the trans 
parent primitive Surfaces. 
0039. According to the above-described method, for 
example, in case a transparent primitive Surface and a 
primitive surface (Hereinafter, it will be called a different 
primitive Surface.) other than the transparent primitive Sur 
face are positioned in order and overlapped with each other, 
in the eyes direction from the view point, it will take the 
following effect. That is, because the different primitive 
Surface is described first, the transparent primitive Surface at 
the near side can be described with color data on which color 
data of the different primitive surface is reflected. 
0040 Preferably, the method as described above, further 
comprises: performing a predetermined hidden Surfaces 
processing to the primitive Surface other than the plurality of 
transparent primitive Surfaces and the plurality of transpar 
ent primitive Surfaces, and describing the transparent primi 
tive Surfaces. 

0041 According to the above-described method, for 
example, in case the different primitive Surface and the 
transparent primitive Surface are positioned in order and 
overlapped with each other, in the eyes direction from the 
View point, because the hidden Surfaces processing is per 
formed to the different primitive surface, even if the trans 
parent primitive Surface is to be described, it is impossible 
to described the transparent primitive Surface. 
0042 Preferably, the method according to the first aspect 
or the Second aspect of the present invention, further com 
prises: 

0043 deciding the description order so as to give 
priority an object including primitive Surfaces other 
than the plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces 
over an object including the plurality of transparent 
primitive Surfaces, for every object; and 
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0044) describing the primitive surfaces other than 
the plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces and the 
transparent primitive Surfaces, for every object, in 
the description order. 

0.045 According to the above-described method, because 
the description order of the transparent primitive Surfaces 
and the different primitive surfaces is decided for every 
object, the processing of deciding the description order can 
be carried out faster than the processing of deciding the 
description order for every primitive surface the number of 
which is more than one of objects. 
0046. In accordance with a third aspect of the present 
invention, a method for generating image data of a virtual 
three-dimensional Space viewed from a predetermined view 
point, comprises: 

0047 determining (for example, a space operation 
unit 110 shown in FIG. 4) a plurality of primitive 
Surfaces including an opaque primitive Surface and a 
plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces in the 
Virtual three-dimensional Space, 

0048 deciding (for example, a projection order 
decision unit 154 shown in FIG. 4) a first description 
order of the plurality of primitive Surfaces So as to 
give priority the opaque primitive Surface over the 
plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces, 

0049) operating (for example, a space operation unit 
110 shown in FIG. 4) an angle between an eyes 
direction at the predetermined View point and a 
normal direction to each of the transparent primitive 
Surfaces, 

0050 deciding (for example, a projection order 
decision unit 154 shown in FIG. 4) a second descrip 
tion order of the plurality of transparent primitive 
Surfaces So as to give priority one of the transparent 
primitive Surfaces when the angle is an acute angle 
over one of the transparent primitive Surfaces when 
the angle is an obtuse angle, and 

0051 performing (for example, a perspective pro 
jection unit 156 shown in FIG. 4) a hidden Surfaces 
processing to the plurality of primitive Surfaces 
according to a Zbuffer algorithm, writing color data 
of the opaque primitive Surface in a frame buffer (for 
example, a frame buffer 170 shown in FIG. 4), and 
Writing color data composed of color data of each of 
the transparent primitive Surfaces and the color data 
written in the frame buffer, in the frame buffer, in the 
first description order and the Second description 
order. 

0.052 According to the method of the third aspect of the 
present invention, it is possible to determine whether a front 
of each of the transparent primitive Surfaces is turned to the 
View point or not, by operating the angle between the eyes 
direction and the normal direction of each of the transparent 
primitive Surfaces. 
0.053 For example, in case a plurality of transparent 
primitive Surface constitute one object, a front transparent 
primitive Surface constitutes one of a back of the object, and 
a back transparent primitive Surface constitutes one of a 
front of the object. In other words, basically, the front 
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transparent primitive Surface is positioned at the nearer Side 
of the view point than the back transparent primitive Surface. 
0054 Further, on the basis of the first description order 
and the Second description order, the order of the primitive 
Surfaces is decided to be an order of the opaque primitive 
Surface, the back transparent primitive Surface and the front 
transparent primitive Surface. 
0055 For example, in case of any one of (1) the opaque 
primitive Surface, the front transparent primitive Surface and 
the back transparent primitive Surface are positioned and 
overlapped in order, (2) the front transparent primitive 
Surface, the opaque primitive Surface and the back transpar 
ent primitive Surfaces are positioned and overlapped in 
order, and (3) the front transparent primitive Surface, the 
back transparent primitive Surface and the opaque primitive 
Surface are positioned and overlapped in order, in the eyes 
direction from the view point, it is possible to display the 
realistic image on the Screen. 
0056 That is, in case of (1), although color data of the 
opaque primitive Surface is written in the frame buffer first, 
because the front transparent primitive Surface and the back 
transparent primitive Surface are hidden according to the Z 
buffer algorithm, color data of the front transparent primitive 
Surface and the back transparent primitive Surface are not 
composed to the color data written in the frame buffer. 
Accordingly, because the image is generated as the opaque 
primitive Surface is at the nearest Side of the View point, it 
is possible to display the realistic image on the Screen. 
0057. Further, in case of (2), although color data of the 
opaque primitive Surface is written in the frame buffer first, 
because the back transparent primitive Surface is hidden 
according to the Z buffer algorithm, color data of the back 
transparent primitive Surface are not composed to the color 
data written in the frame buffer. On the other hand, because 
the front transparent primitive Surface is not hidden accord 
ing to the Z buffer algorithm, color data of the front 
transparent primitive Surface are composed to the color data 
written in the frame buffer, and the composed color data are 
written in the frame buffer. Accordingly, because the image 
is generated as the opaque primitive Surface is at the far side 
of the front transparent primitive Surface, it is possible to 
display the realistic image on the Screen. 
0058. Further, in case of (3), although color data of the 
opaque primitive Surface is written in the frame buffer first. 
Then, because the back transparent primitive Surface is not 
hidden according to the Z buffer algorithm, color data of the 
back transparent primitive Surface are composed to the color 
data written in the frame buffer, and the composed color data 
are written in the frame buffer. Then, because the front 
transparent primitive Surface is not hidden according to the 
Z buffer algorithm, color data of the front transparent 
primitive Surface are composed to the color data written in 
the frame buffer, and the composed color data are written in 
the frame buffer. Accordingly, because the image is gener 
ated as the back transparent primitive Surface is at the far 
Side of the front transparent primitive Surface, and the 
opaque primitive Surface is at the far Side of the back 
transparent primitive Surface, it is possible to display the 
realistic image on the Screen. 
0059. In accordance with a fourth aspect of the present 
invention, a method for generating image data of a virtual 
three-dimensional Space viewed from a predetermined view 
point, comprises: 
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0060 determining (for example, a space operation 
unit 110 shown in FIG. 4) a plurality of primitive 
Surfaces including an opaque primitive Surface and a 
plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces in the 
Virtual three-dimensional Space, 

0061 deciding (for example, a projection order 
decision unit 154 shown in FIG. 4) a first description 
order of the plurality of primitive Surfaces So as to 
give priority the opaque primitive Surface over the 
plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces, 

0062 deciding (for example, a projection order 
decision unit 154 shown in FIG. 4) a second descrip 
tion order of the plurality of transparent primitive 
surfaces in order of far from the predetermined view 
point; and 

0063 performing (for example, a perspective pro 
jection unit 156 shown in FIG. 4) a hidden Surfaces 
processing to the plurality of primitive Surfaces 
according to a Zbuffer algorithm, writing color data 
of the opaque primitive Surface in a frame buffer (for 
example, a frame buffer 170 shown in FIG. 4), and 
Writing color data composed of color data of each of 
the transparent primitive Surfaces and the color data 
written in the frame buffer, in the frame buffer, in the 
first description order and the Second description 
order. 

0064. According to the method of the fourth aspect of the 
present invention, regarding the transparent primitive Sur 
face and the opaque primitive Surface, the opaque primitive 
Surface has priority over the transparent primitive Surface on 
the description order, and a plurality of transparent primitive 
surfaces have priority in order of far from the view point on 
the description order. Consequently, even if a plurality of 
transparent primitive Surfaces and the opaque primitive 
Surface are positioned in any order in the eyes direction, it 
is possible to display the realistic image on the Screen. 
0065 That is, for example, in case of any one of (1) the 
opaque primitive Surface, a first transparent primitive Sur 
face and a Second transparent primitive Surface are posi 
tioned and overlapped in order, (2) the first transparent 
primitive Surface, the opaque primitive Surface and the 
Second transparent primitive Surfaces are positioned and 
overlapped in order, and (3) the first transparent primitive 
Surface, the Second transparent primitive Surface and the 
opaque primitive Surface are positioned and overlapped in 
order, in the eyes direction from the view point, it is possible 
to display the realistic image on the Screen, like the case 
described in the third aspect of the present invention. 
0.066 Preferably, the method of the first aspect or the 
Second aspect of the present invention, further comprises: 

0067 determining (for example, a light sources 
determination unit 140 shown in FIG. 4) a light 
Source in the virtual three-dimensional Space; 

0068 operating (for example, a brightness operation 
unit 158 shown in FIG. 4) brightness of the trans 
parent primitive Surfaces on the basis of the light 
Source; and 

0069 deciding (for example, a RGBC value deci 
sion unit 160 shown in FIG. 4) color data of the 
transparent primitive Surfaces on the basis of the 
brightness. 
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0070 According to the above-described method, because 
the brightness of the transparent primitive Surfaces are 
operated on the basis of the light Source, and the color data 
of the transparent primitive Surfaces are decided on the basis 
of the brightness, for example, it is possible to express an 
image as light is reflected on the transparent primitive 
Surface by bringing the color data of the transparent primi 
tive Surface into white color. Consequently, it is possible to 
display the more realistic image on the Screen. 
0071 Preferably, the method of the first aspect or the 
Second aspect of the present invention, further comprises: 
determining at least one of the transparent primitive Surfaces 
to be at least one portion of a predetermined vehicle object 
or a predetermined plane object in the Virtual three-dimen 
Sional Space. 
0072 According to the above-described method, because 
at leas one of the transparent primitive Surfaces is deter 
mined to be at least one portion of the vehicle object or the 
plane object, it is possible to express a window glass of the 
vehicle object or the plane object as the transparent primitive 
Surface. Further, as described above, it is possible to express 
an image as one transparent primitive Surface is at the far 
Side of another transparent primitive Surface, that is one 
window glass is at the far Side of another window glass. 
Consequently, it is possible to generate the more realistic 
images of the vehicle object and the plane model. 
0073. In accordance with a fifth aspect of the present 
invention, a method for generating image data of a Virtual 
three-dimensional Space viewed from a predetermined view 
point, comprises: 

0074 composing color data of one of a plurality of 
transparent Surfaces determined in the virtual three 
dimensional Space and color data of another of the 
transparent Surfaces, to describe the transparent Sur 
faces. 

0075 According to the method of the fifth aspect of the 
present invention, for example, in case one transparent 
Surface is overlapped with another transparent Surface in the 
eyes direction from the view point in the virtual three 
dimensional Space, because color data of the one transparent 
Surface is composed to color data of the another transparent 
Surface, it is possible to express an image as the another 
transparent Surface is at the far Side of the one transparent 
Surface. Consequently, for example, because it is possible to 
generate an image as light reflected on the another trans 
parent Surface is reflected on the one transparent Surface, it 
is possible to display the realistic image on the Screen. 
0.076 Preferably, the method of the first aspect or the 
Second aspect of the present invention, performed on a game 
apparatus (for example, a game apparatus shown in FIG. 1), 
further comprises: 

0.077 
0078 generating game image data of the predeter 
mined game, comprising the image data of the Vir 
tual three-dimensional Space. 

executing a predetermined game; and 

0079. In accordance with a sixth aspect of the present 
invention, an apparatus is adapted to carry out the method as 
described above. 

0080. In accordance with a seventh aspect of the present 
invention, a Storage medium has a program recorded 
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thereon, when the program is loaded onto an operating 
apparatus, the program making the operating apparatus 
execute the method as described above. 

0081. In accordance with a eighth aspect of the present 
invention, a program, when the program is loaded onto an 
operating apparatus, makes the operating apparatus execute 
the method as described above. 

0082 In accordance with a ninth aspect of the present 
invention, a program product comprises a Storage medium 
having a program recorded thereon, when the program is 
loaded onto an operating apparatus, the program making the 
operating apparatus execute the method as described above. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.083. The present invention will become more fully 
understood from the detailed description given hereinafter 
and the accompanying drawing given by way of illustration 
only, and thus are not intended as a definition of the limits 
of the present invention, and wherein: 
0084 FIG. 1 is a view showing an exemplary case the 
present invention is applied to a consumer game machine; 
0085 FIG. 2 is an exemplary game screen of a game 
apparatus according to the present invention; 
0.086 FIG. 3 is an exemplary game screen of the game 
apparatus according to the present invention; 
0.087 FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of the game 
apparatus according to the present invention; 
0088 FIG. 5 is a view for explaining a compositing 
principle of a game image of the game apparatus according 
to the present invention; 
0089 FIGS. 6A and 6B are views for explaining the 
compositing principle of the game image of the game 
apparatus according to the present invention; 
0090 FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a flow of a process 
ing carried out by the game apparatus according to the 
present invention; 
0.091 FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a flow of a process 
ing of describing a transparent object carried out by the 
game apparatus according to the present invention; 
0092 FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing an exemplary 
hardware configuration realizable of the game apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 
0.093 FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing an exemplary 
case the embodiment of the present invention is applied to 
a game terminal apparatus connectable of a host apparatus 
through a communication line; 
0094 FIG. 11 is a flowchart showing a flow of a pro 
cessing of describing a transparent object carried out by the 
game apparatus according to the present invention; and 
0.095 FIG. 12 is a view for explaining a compositing 
principle of a game image of the game apparatus according 
to the present invention. 

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE 
INVENTION 

0.096 Hereinafter, a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention will be explained with reference to figures, as 
follows. 
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0097 Although it will be explained that the present 
invention is applied to a flight game, as an example, it should 
be understood that the present invention is not limited to the 
flight game. 

0098 FIG. 1 is a view showing an exemplary case the 
present invention is applied to a consumer game machine. 
0099. As shown in FIG. 1, game controllers 1202 and 
1204, a display 1200, and a speaker which is not shown in 
figures are connected to a game apparatus body 1210. 
Further, data for playing a game Such as a game program and 
so on, are stored on a CD-ROM 1206, an IC card 1208, a 
memory card 1212 or the like, as a data Storage medium 
attachable, to and detachable from the game apparatus body 
1210. 

0100. Therefore, with watching game images displayed 
on the display 1200, a player controls the game controller 
1202 or 1204, and enjoys playing the flight game of piloting 
a virtual plane. 
0101 FIGS. 2 and 3 are exemplary screens displayed on 
the display 1200 while the flight game is played. 
0102 FIG. 2 is a screen showing an exemplary case a 
light is irradiated to a plane 2 from a far Side of the Screen. 
FIG. 3 is a Screen showing an exemplary case a light is 
irradiated to the plane 2 from a near Side of the Screen. 
0103) On the screens shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, in 
common with each other, the plane 2 and a canopy 4 of the 
plane 2 are displayed. 

0104. On the screen shown in FIG. 2, because the light 
is irradiated to the plane 2 from the far Side of the Screen, the 
light is reflected on a far portion of the canopy 4. Therefore, 
on the screen shown in FIG. 2, a cockpit and a pilot 6 inside 
of the canopy 4 are displayed distinctly. On the other hand, 
on the screen shown in FIG.3, because the light is irradiated 
to the plane 2 from the near Side of the Screen, the light is 
reflected on a near portion of the canopy 4. Therefore, on the 
screen shown in FIG. 3, the cockpit and the pilot 6 inside of 
the canopy 4 are not displayed distinctly. 
0105 AS described above, the game apparatus according 
to the embodiment of the present invention, is Suitable to 
realistically display a transparent or translucent object Such 
as the canopy 4 and So on, on the Screen. Hereinafter, a 
functional Structure and a processing necessary to display as 
described above will be explained. 
0106 FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of the game 
apparatus according to the embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

0107 The functional block of the game apparatus com 
prises a processing unit 100, a Storage unit 200, an input 
operating unit 300, and a display unit 400. 
0108. The input operating unit 300 corresponds to the 
game controllers 1202 and 1204 shown in FIG.1. The input 
operating unit 300 has a structure capable of operating 
various types of inputs according to the type or the content 
of the game. The input operating unit 300 outputs an 
operation Signal according to that a player operates the input 
operating unit 300, to the processing unit 100. 
0109 Herein, in case the game apparatus according to the 
embodiment is an arcade game machine, the input operating 
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unit 300 corresponds to a game controller, a joy-Stick, push 
buttons or the like. On the other hand, the game apparatus is 
a computer System including a personal computer, a general 
computer and So on, the input operating unit 300 corre 
sponds to a keyboard, a mouse pointer, a joy-Stick, a 
particular game controller or the like. 
0110. The processing unit 100 is contained in the game 
apparatus body 1210 shown in FIG. 1. That is, the process 
ing unit 100 corresponds to a device comprising a CPU, a 
RAM, a ROM, an image generation chip, a System bus for 
connecting the above-described units to each other, and So 
on. Further, the processing unit 100 controls the whole game 
apparatus. That is, the processing unit 100 receives the 
operation Signal outputted from the input operating unit 300. 
Further, the processing unit 100 outputs a display Signal to 
the display unit 400. Furthermore, the processing unit 100 
reads data stored in the storage unit 200, therein. 
0111. The display unit 400 corresponds to the display 
1200 shown in FIG. 1. The display unit 400 is a device for 
displaying images according to the display Signal outputted 
from the processing unit 100, thereon. 
0112) The storage unit 200 corresponds to the CD-ROM 
1206, the IC card 1208, and the memory card 1212 shown 
in FIG. 1. Herein, the storage unit 200 may be a data storage 
medium Such a game cassette, a DVD, a MO, a flexible disc, 
a hard disc or the like. 

0113. The storage unit 200 comprises a game program 
210 and a game data 220 Stored therein. The game program 
210 is data so that the processing unit 100 comprises various 
functions for carrying out the game. The game data 220 is 
data necessary for the processing unit 100 to progress the 
game. 

0114. The processing unit 100 reads out the game pro 
gram 210 from the Storage unit 200, performs a processing 
on the basis of the game program 210, and thereby carries 
out the game for a player to pilot a virtual plane. Therefore, 
the processing unit 100 achieves various types of functions 
for carrying out the game by performing the processing on 
the basis of the game program 210. 
0115 The processing unit 100 comprises a space opera 
tion unit 110 and an image generation unit 150, as a 
functional block thereof. The space operation unit 110 
operates coordinates concerning a virtual three-dimensional 
Space. The image generation unit 150 generates images 
viewed from a predetermined view point in the virtual 
three-dimensional Space operated by the Space operation 
unit 110. The images generated by the image generation unit 
150 are displayed on the display unit 400. 
0116. The space operation unit 110 comprises a world 
coordinate System determination unit 120, a view point 
determination unit 130, a light Source determination unit 
140, and a temporary Storage unit 124. 

0117 Hereinafter, the world coordinate system determi 
nation unit 120, the view point determination unit 130, the 
light Source determination unit 140 and the temporary 
storage unit 124 will be explained with reference to FIG. 5, 
in detail. FIG. 5 is a view showing a coordinate system of 
a virtual three-dimensional space 500. 
0118. The world coordinate system determination unit 
120 is a unit for representing the virtual three-dimensional 
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space 500 shown in FIG. 5 in the world coordinate system 
(Xw, Yw, Zw). The world coordinate system determination 
unit 120 comprises an object determination unit 122. 

0119) The object determination unit 122 determines ver 
texes of each polygon, the position and the direction of each 
object consisting of a plurality of objects, and the position 
and the direction of each object Set consisting of a plurality 
of objects, by coordinate values in the World coordinate 
System. That is, the object determination unit 122 performs 
a processing of arranging objects and object Sets in the 
Virtual three-dimensional Space represented in the World 
coordinate System. 
0120 For example, according to the flight game of the 
embodiment, the object set is a plane model 502. The object 
includes a body model 504, a canopy model 506 and a pilot 
model 508, for constituting the plane model 502. Besides the 
above-described models, the object Set or the object includes 
models representing an environmental background Such as 
geographical features, buildings, vehicles and So on. 

0121 The object set has a hierarchical structure of 
objects. Therefore, in case the object determination unit 122 
determines the position and the direction of the object Set, 
the positions and the directions of objects constituting the 
object Set are influenced by the position and the direction of 
the object Set. 

0.122 The object set will be explained, in the case of the 
plane model 502 as an example. The game data 220 includes 
plane data 230 concerning the plane model 502. Further, the 
plane data 230 includes canopy data 240 concerning the 
canopy model 506, body data 250 concerning the body 
model 504, and pilot data 260 concerning the pilot model 
508. 

0123. The canopy data 240, the body data 250 and the 
pilot data 260 include polygon coordinate value data for 
representing coordinate values of Vertexes of each polygon 
constructing each model in each local coordinate System, 
and color data (texture data mapped on each model, data for 
representing colors of vertexes of each polygon, and So on) 
of each model. The plane data 230 includes data for deter 
mining a relative position relation and a relative direction 
relation among the canopy model 506, the body model 504 
and the pilot model 508. 

0.124. Therefore, when the object determination unit 122 
determines a representative point of the plane model 502, in 
the virtual three-dimensional space 500 represented in the 
World coordinate System, the object determination unit 122 
transforms coordinate values of vertexes of polygons con 
stituting the body model 504, the canopy model 506 and the 
pilot model 508 to those represented in the world coordinate 
System, and determines coordinate values of representative 
points of the body model 504, the canopy model 506 and the 
pilot model 508 in the world coordinate system. Thereby, the 
plane model 502 is provided in the virtual three-dimensional 
space 500. 

0.125 Herein, the canopy data 240 includes an identifier 
for identifying the canopy model 506 as a transparent object. 
On the other hand, each of the body data 250 and the pilot 
data 260 includes an identifier for identifying each model as 
an opaque object. Thereby, polygons constituting the canopy 
model 506 are identified as a transparent polygon, and 
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polygons constituting the body model 504 and the pilot 
model 508 are identified as an opaque polygon. 
0.126 Further, the world coordinate system determination 
unit 120 performs a processing of operating a direction of a 
normal of each polygon on the basis of coordinate values of 
vertexes of each polygon represented in the World coordi 
nate System. 

0127. For example, in case each polygon is a triangle 
polygon consisting of three vertexes, three vertexes of each 
polygon are represented in clockwise order. In case coordi 
nate values of vertexes of a polygon are P=(x, y, z), 
P=(X2, y2, Z2), and Ps=(Xs, ya, Zs), the normal vector of the 
polygon; N=(n, ny, n) is represented in the following 
vector product equation (1). 

n=(x-x)(ys-y2)-(y2-yl)(x-x2) (1) 

0128. Further, the world coordinate system determination 
unit 120 performs a processing of operating a normal vector 
of each vertex of each polygon. The normal vector of each 
vertex is the average of normal vectors of all polygons 
adjacent to the vertex. 
0129. For example, in case normal vectors of polygons 
adjacent to a vertex are N, N2, ..., N, the normal vector 
NP of the vertex is represented in the following equation (2). 
Herein, "m is the number of polygons adjacent to the 
VerteX. 

N=(N1+N+...+N)?m (2) 

0130. The results determined by the world coordinate 
System determination unit 120, that is, the coordinate values 
of Vertexes represented in the World coordinate System, the 
normal vectors of polygons, the normal vectors of vertexes, 
the representative points of objects and the object Set, and So 
on, are Stored in the temporary Storage unit 124 temporarily. 

0131 The light source determination unit 140 is a unit for 
determining a light source 510 in the virtual three-dimen 
sional space 500 represented in the world coordinate system, 
on the basis of the game data 220. That is, the light source 
determination unit 140 determines a light vector L and a 
light intensity I of the light source 510. The light vector L 
and the light intensity I determined by the light Source 
determination unit 140 are Stored in the temporary Storage 
unit 124 temporarily. Herein, although it will be explained 
that the light source 510 described as follows is a parallel 
light Source, the light Source 510 may be a point light Source 
or a spot light Source. 

0132) The view point determination unit 130 is a unit for 
determining a position of a view point 512 (an origin of an 
eyes vector) and an eyes direction (an eyes vector E) from 
the view point 512 in the virtual three-dimensional space 
500 represented in the world coordinate system. 
0.133 Herein, in case the plane model 502 is a model 
controlled by a player, the object determination unit 122 
moves the plane model 502 in the virtual three-dimensional 
space 500 on the basis of the operation signal outputted from 
the input operating unit 300. Then, the view point determi 
nation unit 130 determines a virtual spring between the 
plane model 502 controlled by the player and the view point 
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512. Thereby, the view point determination unit 130 deter 
mines the view point 512 so as to follow the plane model 502 
controlled by the player. The position of the view point 512 
and the eyes direction determined by the View point deter 
mination unit 130 are Stored in the temporary Storage unit 
130 temporarily. 

0.134. As described above, the results operated and deter 
mined by each unit included in the space operation unit 110 
are outputted to the image generation unit 150. 
0.135 That is, the image generation unit 150 generates 
images of the virtual three-dimensional space 500 on the 
basis of data concerning coordinate values and So on Stored 
in the temporary Storage unit 124 and color data Stored in the 
game data 220. The image generation unit 150 comprises a 
Viewing coordinate System transformation unit 152, a pro 
jection order decision unit 154, a perspective projection unit 
156, a projection data Storage unit 166, and a projection 
image generation unit 172. 

0.136 The viewing coordinate system transformation unit 
152 transforms coordinate values of vertexes represented in 
the World coordinate System, normal vectors of polygons, 
normal vectors of Vertexes, the light vector L of the light 
Source 510, representative points of objects and object Sets, 
and So on, to those represented in the Viewing coordinate 
System (Xv, Yv, Zv) on the basis of the position and the 
direction of the view point 512. 
0137 More specifically, the viewing coordinate system 
transformation unit 152 performs the coordinate transfor 
mation of determining that the View point 512 is an origin in 
the viewing coordinate System and the direction of the view 
point 512 is a Z axis in the viewing coordinate System (the 
eyes vector E is parallel to the Z axis). Further, the viewing 
coordinate System transformation unit 152 performs a clip 
ping processing, and thereby limits the polygon and the 
vertex as a target of the perspective projection processing 
carried out by the perspective projection unit 156. That is, 
the viewing coordinate System transformation unit 152 per 
forms the perspective projection processing to polygons and 
vertexes provided in a view volume (frustum) 518 deter 
mined by a near clipping plane 514 and a far clipping plane 
516 perpendicular to the eyes of the view point 512. 
0.138. The projection order decision unit 154 decides the 
projection order of objects and polygons perspective pro 
jected by the perspective projection unit 156. 
0.139. The perspective projection unit 156 perspective 
projects objects and polygons on a Screen 520 in the pro 
jection order decided by the projection order decision unit 
154, and describes the objects on the screen 520. 
0140. The projection data storage unit 166 stores the 
images described on the screen 520 therein. 
0.141. The projection image generation unit 172 generates 
the images Stored in the projection data Storage unit 166. The 
images generated by the projection image generation unit 
172 are displayed on the display unit 400. 
0142. The above-described processing will be explained 
in detail, as follows. 

0.143 First, the projection order decision unit 154 decides 
the projection order of a plurality of objects according to 
identifiers of data concerning the objects (for example, the 
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canopy data 240 concerning the canopy model 506). That is, 
the projection order decision unit 154 sorts the plurality of 
object into two according to the identifiers thereof, So as to 
give priority to the opaque object over the transparent object 
in the projection order. For example, regarding the plane 
model 502, the body model 504 and the pilot model 508 are 
given priority over the canopy model 506 in the projection 
order. Thereby, all opaque polygons are given priority over 
all transparent polygons in the projection order. 
0144. Herein, in case a plurality of opaque objects are 
provided in the virtual three-dimensional Space, the projec 
tion order decision unit 154 decides the projection order of 
opaque objects Voluntarily without Sorting the plurality of 
opaque objects. 

0.145) Further, in case each opaque object consists of a 
plurality of polygons, the projection order decision unit 154 
decides the projection order of polygons without Sorting the 
plurality of polygons. 
0146) On the other hand, in case a plurality of transparent 
objects are provided in the virtual three-dimensional Space, 
the projection order decision unit 154 sorts the plurality of 
transparent objects according to Z values (Zv coordinate 
values in the viewing coordinate System; the larger the Z 
value is, the farther the transparent object is from the view 
point in the eyes direction) of representative points of 
transparent objects in the Screen coordinate System, and 
decides the projection order of transparent objects. That is, 
the projection order decision unit 154 sorts the plurality of 
transparent objects in order of Z value by comparing Z 
values of transparent objects with each other, and decides the 
projection order of transparent objects. 
0147 Further, in case each transparent object consists of 
a plurality of polygons, the projection order decision unit 
154 Sorts the polygons into two of polygons constituting the 
front (the near side in the eyes direction) of each transparent 
object and polygons constituting the back (the far side in the 
eyes direction) of each transparent. Then, the projection 
order decision unit 154 gives priority to the polygons 
constituting the back over the polygons constituting the front 
in the projection order. 
0148 More specifically, the projection order decision 
unit 154 calculates the angle between the normal vector N of 
each polygon and the eyes vector E. Then, the projection 
order decision unit 154 sorts the plurality of polygons into 
the polygon when the angle is an obtuse angle and the 
polygon when the angle is an acute angle. Then, the pro 
jection order decision unit 154 gives priority to the polygon 
with the acute angle over the polygon with the obtuse angle 
in the projection order. 
0149 Herein, the polygon with the obtuse angle is one of 
polygons constituting the front of each object, and the 
polygon with the acute angle is one of polygons constituting 
the back of each object. 
0150. Further, whether the angle between the normal 
vector and the eyes vector is an obtuse angle or an acute 
angle, is decided by a Scalar product of the normal vector N 
and the eyes vector E. That is, when an answer of the 
following equation (3) representing the Scalar product is a 
positive, the polygon constitutes the front of the object, and 
when the answer is a negative, the polygon constitutes the 
back of the object. 
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0151. Further, regarding a plurality of polygons consti 
tuting the back of each transparent object, the projection 
order decision unit 154 voluntary decides the projection 
order of each polygon without Sorting the plurality of 
polygons. Like the above-described case, regarding a plu 
rality of polygons constituting the front of each transparent 
object, the projection order decision unit 154 voluntary 
decides the projection order of each polygon without Sorting 
the plurality of polygons. 

0152 The perspective projection unit 156 transforms 
polygons to those represented in the Screen coordinate 
System (XS, Ys), in the decided projection order, and decides 
colors of pixels of the screen 520 included in polygons. 
0153. For example, according to the plane model 502, as 
shown in FIG. 6A, the perspective projection unit 156 
transforms a plurality of opaque polygons constituting the 
body model 504 and the pilot model 508 to those represented 
in the Screen coordinate System in order, and decides colors 
of pixels of the screen 520 included in the transformed 
polygons. 

0154) Then, the perspective projection unit 156 trans 
forms a plurality of transparent polygons constituting the 
back portion 506B of the canopy model 506 to those 
represented in the Screen coordinate System in order, and 
decides colors of pixels of the screen 520 included in the 
transformed polygons. 
O155 Then, the perspective projection unit 156 trans 
forms a plurality of transparent polygons constituting the 
front portion 506A shown on a dotted line of the canopy 
model 506 to those represented in the screen coordinate 
System in order, and decides colors of pixels of the Screen 
520 included in the transformed polygons. 

0156 Further, as shown in FIG. 6B, in case two plane 
models are in the virtual three-dimensional Space, the per 
Spective projection unit 156 projects and describes a plane 
model 502-1 at the far side in the eyes direction and a plane 
model 502-2 at the near side in the eyes direction, in the 
following order. 

0157 That is, (1) the perspective projection unit 156 
projects and describes a plurality of opaque polygons con 
stituting body models 504-1 and 504-2 and pilot models 
508-1 and 508-2 in order. Then, (2) the perspective projec 
tion unit 156 projects and describes a plurality of transparent 
polygons constituting a back portion 506-1B of a far canopy 
model 506-1 in order. Then, (3) the perspective projection 
unit 156 projects and describes a plurality of transparent 
polygons constituting a front portion 506-1A shown on a 
dotted line of the far canopy model 506-1 in order. Then, (4) 
the perspective projection unit 156 projects and describes a 
plurality of transparent polygons constituting a back portion 
506-2B of a near canopy model 506-2 in order. Then, (5) the 
perspective projection unit 156 projects and describes a 
plurality of transparent polygons constituting a front portion 
506-2A shown on a dotted line of the near canopy model 
506-2. 

0158 Even if not less than three plane models are in the 
Virtual three-dimensional Space, the perspective projection 
unit 156 performs the processing like the above-described 
processing. 
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0159. That is, the perspective projection unit 156 projects 
and describes a plurality of opaque polygons constituting 
body models and pilot models of all plane models in order, 
and then projects and describes a plurality of canopy models 
in order of far. Regarding each canopy, the perspective 
projection unit 156 projects and describes a plurality of 
transparent models constituting the back portion of each 
canopy model in order, and then projects and describes a 
plurality of transparent models constituting the front portion 
of each canopy model in order. 
0.160) Further, in case a plurality plane models are in the 
Virtual three-dimensional Space, the projection order deci 
sion unit 154 may decide the projection order as follows. 
0.161 The projection order decision unit 154 gives pri 
ority to a plurality of plane models in order of Z values of 
representative points of plane models. Further, regarding 
each plane model, the projection order decision unit 154 
gives priority to polygons in order of polygons constituting 
the body model and the pilot model, polygons constituting 
the back portion of the canopy, and polygons constituting the 
front portion of the canopy. 

0162 Therefore, in case shown in FIG. 6B, the projec 
tion order decision unit 154 decides the projection order as 
follows, and the perspective projection unit 156 projects and 
describes polygons in the decided order. 
0163 That is, (1) the perspective projection unit 156 
projects and describes a plurality of opaque polygons con 
stituting the plane model 504-1 and the pilot model 508-1 in 
order. Then, (2) the perspective projection unit 156 projects 
and describes a plurality of transparent polygons constitut 
ing the back portion 506-1B of the far canopy model 506-1 
in order. Then, (3) the perspective projection unit 156 
projects and describes a plurality of transparent polygons 
constituting the front portion 506-1A shown on a dotted line 
of the far canopy model 506-1 in order. Then, (4) the 
perspective projection unit 156 projects and describes a 
plurality of opaque polygons constituting the body model 
504-2 and the pilot model 508-2 in order. Then, (5) the 
perspective projection unit 156 projects and describes a 
plurality of transparent polygons constituting the back por 
tion 506-2B of the near canopy model 506-2 in order. Then, 
(6) the perspective projection unit 156 projects and describes 
a plurality of transparent polygons constituting the front 
portion 506-2A shown on a dotted line of the near canopy 
model 506-2. Projecting and describing a plurality of poly 
gons in the above-described projection order, the perspective 
projection unit 156 projects and describes polygons for 
every plane model. 
0164. Further, the perspective projection unit 156 pro 
ceSSes polygons by the hidden Surfaces processing according 
to the Z buffer algorithm, and thereby describes the polygons 
on the screen 520. The hidden Surfaces processing will be 
explained in detail, as follows. 
0.165. The projection data storage unit 166 comprises a Z 
buffer 168 and a frame buffer 170. The Z buffer 168 is an 
area in which the Z value of each pixel of the screen 520 is 
stored temporarily. The frame buffer 170 is an area in which 
color data (a R value, a G value, a B value and an C. value) 
of each pixel of the screen 520 are stored temporarily. 
Hereinafter, the R value, the G value, the B value and the C. 
value will be called a RGBC value. Each of the R value, the 
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G value, and the B value has a range from 0 to 255. The C. 
value has a range from 0 to 1. 

0166 The perspective projection unit 156 stores the 
RGBC. value of the color of the background for every pixel 
of the screen 520 in the frame buffer 170, and the Z value of 
the infinite for every pixel of the screen 520 in the Z buffer 
168, before perspective projecting polygons. Then, the per 
Spective projection unit 156 perspective projects polygons in 
order decided by the projection order decision unit 154. 
Herein, the perspective projection unit 156 carries out the 
following processing, when perspective projecting one poly 
gOn. 

0.167 That is, the perspective projection unit 156 oper 
ates and interpolates Z values of internal points of the 
polygon on the basis of Z values (Zv value which is called 
a depth value in the viewing coordinate System) of vertexes 
constituting the polygon. Like the case of operating and 
interpolating the Z values, the perspective projection unit 
156 operates and interpolates RGBC values of internal 
points of the polygon on the basis of RGBC. values of 
vertexes constituting the polygon. 

0.168. Then, the perspective projection unit 156 compares 
the Z value of each pixel stored in the Z buffer 168 with the 
Z value of the point of the polygon corresponding to each 
pixel, for every pixel included in the polygon. 

0169. Then, in case the Z value of the pixel is larger than 
the Z value of the point of the polygon, the perspective 
projection unit 156 provides the RGBC. value and the Z 
value of the point of the polygon, to the pixel. Herein, if the 
polygon is a transparent polygon, the perspective projection 
unit 156 composes the RGBC value of the pixel and the 
RGBC. value of the point. The Z value provided to the pixel 
is stored in the Z buffer 168, and the RGBC. value provided 
or composed to the pixel is stored in the frame buffer 170. 

0170 AZ value writing unit 164 included in the perspec 
tive projection unit 156 writes the Z value in the Z buffer 
168. Further, a RGBC. value writing unit 162 included in the 
perspective projection unit 156 writes the RGBC. value in the 
frame buffer 170. 

0171 AS described above, when the perspective projec 
tion unit 156 perspective projects all polygons included in 
the view volume 518 in order, the polygons are processed by 
the hidden Surfaces processing, and images of the Virtual 
three-dimensional space 500 viewed from the view point 
512 are described on the Screen 520. 

0172 Further, the conventional Zbuffer algorithm means 
to perspective project a plurality of polygons in the Volun 
tary order, perform the hidden Surfaces processing to the 
polygons by comparing Z values of pixels with Z values of 
points of polygons, and describe images. However, the Z 
buffer algorithm according to the embodiment means to 
perform the hidden Surface processing to one polygon by 
comparing Z values of pixels with Z values of points of the 
polygon as described above, and Store RGBC. values and Z 
values. 

0173 The perspective projection unit 156 performs the 
Shading processing to the object, and describes the object 
processed by the shading processing on the Screen 520. 
Further, the perspective projection unit 156 performs the 
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translucent compositing processing to the color of the trans 
parent object when describing the transparent object on the 
Screen 520. 

0.174. The above-described processing will be explained 
in detail. The perspective projection unit 156 comprises a 
brightness operation unit 158 for operating the brightness of 
the polygon which is projected and a RGBC value decision 
unit 160 for deciding the RGBC. value of the polygon which 
is projected on the basis of brightness. 
0.175. The brightness of the polygon will be operated as 
follows. That is, the brightness operation unit 158 operates 
the brightness of each of Vertexes constituting the polygon 
which is projected. The brightness I of the vertex will be 
operated by the following equation (4). 

0176). Herein, the K is a reflex coefficient of the vertex, 
and is basically determined for every object. 
0177. Then, the brightness operation unit 158 operates 
and interpolates the brightness I of the internal point of the 
polygon on the basis of the brightness I of a plurality of 
vertexes constituting the polygon. The above-described pro 
cessing is called a Gouraud Shading or a Phong Shading. 
0.178 The color of the polygon is decided as follows. 
That is, the RGBC value decision unit 160 reads the color 
data (texture data mapped on the object and data interpolated 
on the basis of color data of vertexes of the polygon) of the 
internal point of the polygon which is perspective projected 
and included in the game data 220. Then, the RGBC value 
decision unit 160 adds the brightness I operated by the 
brightness operation unit 158 to the R value, the G value, the 
B value and the C. value of the RGBC value of the internal 
point of the polygon. 

0179 For example, the R value, the G value, the B 
value and the C value of the internal point of the polygon 
are expressed on the following equation (5). 

0180 Herein, the R value, the G. value, the B value, 
and the ad value are color data of the internal point of the 
polygon included in the game data 220. Further, in case each 
of the R value, the GP Value and the BP value is over 255, 
it is fixed on 255, and in case each of the R value, the GP 
value and the B value is under 0, it is fixed on 0. Further, 
in case the C is over 1, it is fixed on 1, and in case the CP 
is under 0, it is fixed on 0. 

0181 AS described above, as indicated in the equation 
(4), in case the angle between the normal vector of the vertex 
and the light vector L is an obtuse angle, the brightness IP 
becomes a positive value, and in case the angle is an acute 
angle, the brightneSS I becomes a negative value. Further, in 
case the angle between the normal vector and the light vector 
is an obtuse angle, the more the angle increases from 90 
degrees to 180 degrees, the larger the absolute value of the 
brightness I is, in case the angle is an acute angle, the lesser 
the angle is decreases from 90 degrees to 0 degree, the larger 
the absolute value of the brightness. It is, and in case the 
angle is 90 degrees, the brightness. It is 0. 

0182 Further, as indicated in the equation (5), the color 
data of the polygon, that is, the R value, the G value, and the 
B value are influenced by the light source 510. That is, the 
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higher the brightness of the vertex is, the larger the R value, 
the G value and the B value of the internal point of the 
polygon are. 
0183 Then, the translucent compositing processing will 
be explained. As described above, the RGBC. value writing 
unit 162 provides the new RGBC. value to the pixel and 
describes the polygon, in case the Z value of the pixel is 
larger than the Z value of the point included in the polygon 
when the polygon is perspective projected in the Screen 
coordinate system. Herein, the RGBC value writing unit 162 
carried out the different processing between the case of 
describing the opaque polygons constituting the opaque 
object and the case of describing the transparent polygons 
constituting the transparent object. 
0184. In case of describing the opaque polygons consti 
tuting the opaque object, the RGBC value writing unit 162 
carries out the following processing. 
0185. When the opaque polygons are perspective pro 
jected in the Screen coordinate System, in case the Z value 
of the pixel is larger than the Z value of the point included 
in the opaque polygon corresponding to the pixel, the RGBC. 
value writing unit 162 provides the RGBC. value of the point 
to the pixel. 
0186 That is, in case of the opaque polygons of the 
opaque object, the RGBC. value writing unit 162 rewrites the 
RGBC value Stored in the frame buffer 170 to the RGBC. 
value of the point. Thereby, the opaque polygons are pro 
cessed by the hidden Surfaces processing and described on 
the screen 520. Herein, in case the RGBC value stored in the 
frame buffer 170 is rewritten, the Z value writing unit 164 
rewrites the Z value stored in the Z buffer 168 to the Z value 
of the point. 
0187. On the other hand, in case of describing the trans 
parent polygons constituting the transparent object, the 
RGBC. value writing unit 162 carries out the following 
processing. 
0188 When the transparent polygons are perspective 
projected in the Screen coordinate System, in case the Z 
value of the pixel is larger than the Z value of the point of 
the transparent polygon corresponding to the pixel, the 
RGBC. value writing unit 162 determines the RGBC value 
by the equation (6) on the basis of the RGBC value of the 
pixel and the RGBC. value of the point, and provides the 
determined RGBC. value to the pixel. 

0189 Herein, the Rs value, the Gs value, and the Bs value 
are the RGB value of the pixel before the polygon is 
projected, that is the RGB value stored in the frame buffer 
170. The R value, the GP Value, the B value, and the CP 
value are the RGBC. value of the point included in the 
polygon, that is the RGBC value decided by the RGBC. value 
decision unit 160. 

0190. That is, in case of the polygons of the transparent 
object, the RGBC. value writing unit 162 composes the 
RGsBs value stored in the frame buffer 170 and the 
RGBC value in the compositing ratio according to the Cp 
value. Then, in case the Z value of the pixel is larger than the 
Z value of the polygon corresponding to the pixel, the RGBC. 
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value writing unit 162 provides the composed RGBC. value 
to the pixel, and rewrites the RGBC. value stored in the frame 
buffer 170 to the provided RGBC value. Therefore, the 
polygons of the transparent object are processed by the 
hidden Surfaces processing and described on the Screen 520. 
0191 Herein, the alpha value of the polygon is the C. 
value. That is, as indicated in the equation (6), the larger the 
C. value is, the larger the alpha value of the polygon is, 
because the compositing ratio of the RGB value of the 
polygon becomes larger. Further, as indicated in the equation 
(5), the larger the brightness of the polygon is, the larger the 
alpha value is, because the C. Value becomes larger. 
0.192 Next, the flow of the processing carried out by the 
processing unit 100 will be explained with reference to FIG. 
7. 

0193 FIG. 7 is a flowchart of the processing carried out 
by the processing unit 100 for one frame. 
0194 First, the processing unit 100 represents and deter 
mines the Virtual three-dimensional Space in the World 
coordinate System (Xw, Yw, Zw). Then, the processing unit 
100 determines the position and the direction of the object 
Set (the representative point of the object Set) Such as the 
plane model 502 and so on, the positions and the directions 
of the objects (the representative points of the objects), the 
position of the View point, the eyes vector, and the light 
vector in the virtual three-dimensional space (Step SA1). 
0.195 The position and the direction of the object set are 
determined, and thereby the positions and the directions of 
the objects constituting the object Set are determined. Fur 
ther, the position and the direction of each object are 
determined, and thereby the coordinate values of the ver 
texes of the polygons constituting the object are represented 
in the World coordinate System. 
0196. Therefore, the processing unit 100 operates the 
normal vector of each polygon on the basis of the coordinate 
values of the vertexes of the polygon. 
0197) Then, the processing unit 100 stores the coordinate 
values of the representative point of each object Set, the 
coordinate values of the representative point of each object, 
the coordinate values of the vertexes of each polygon, the 
normal vector of each polygon, the coordinate values of the 
View point, the eyes vector, and the light vector, in the World 
coordinate System, therein (Step SA2). 
0198 Then, the processing unit 100 transforms the coor 
dinate values and the direction (the vector) represented in 
the World coordinate System and Stored therein, to those 
represented in the viewing coordinate System, on the basis of 
the coordinate values of the view point and the eyes vector, 
(Step SA3). 
0199 Then, the processing unit 100 sorts the objects into 
the opaque objects and the transparent objects on the basis 
of the identifier of each object. Then, the processing unit 100 
ordinarily transforms the polygons constituting each opaque 
object to those represented in the Screen coordinate System, 
operates the brightness of each vertex of the polygons, 
operates the RGBC. values of the polygons by the shading 
processing, processes the polygons by the hidden Surfaces 
processing according to the Z buffer algorithm, and writes 
the RGBC. values in the frame buffer 170. Thereby, the 
processing unit 100 describes the opaque objects on the 
screen, in order (Step SA4). 
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0200. Then, in case a plurality of transparent objects are 
included in the objects, the processing unit 100 sorts the 
plurality of transparent objects in order of Z value, on the 
basis of the Z value of the representative point of each 
transparent object in the viewing coordinate System. Then, 
the processing unit 100 describes the plurality of transparent 
objects on the screen, in order of Z value (Step SA5). 
0201 Herein, at the Step SA5, the flow of the processing 
when the processing unit 100 describes the transparent 
objects in order is shown in FIG. 8. 

0202 That is, the processing unit 100 sorts a plurality of 
polygons constituting one transparent object into the poly 
gons constituting the back of the transparent object and the 
polygons constituting the front of the transparent object, on 
the basis of the above-described equation (3) (Step SB1). 
0203 Then, the processing unit 100 performs the per 
Spective projection processing, and transforms the polygons 
constituting the back to those represented in the Screen 
coordinate System, in order (Step SB2). Then, the processing 
unit 100 operates the RGBC. values of the polygons by 
operating the brightness of each vertex of the polygons, 
processes the polygons according to the Z buffer algorithm 
of the hidden Surfaces processing, composes the RGBC. 
values as color data of the polygons, according to the C. 
value, and writes the composed RGBC. values of the poly 
gons in the frame buffer 170 (Step SB3). 
0204. Then, after perspective projecting all polygons 
constituting the back (Step SB4; YES), the processing unit 
100 performs the perspective projection processing, and 
transforms the polygons constituting the front to those 
represented in the Screen coordinate System, in order (Step 
SB5). Then, the processing unit 100 operates the RGBC. 
values of the polygons by operating the brightness of each 
vertex of the polygons, processes the polygons according to 
the Z buffer algorithm of the hidden Surfaces processing, 
composes the RGBC values as color data of the polygons, 
according to the C. Value, and writes the composed RGBC. 
values of the polygons in the frame buffer 170 (Step SB6). 
0205 Then, after perspective projecting all polygons 
constituting the front (Step SB7; YES), the processing unit 
100 starts the above-described processing of composing and 
representing, for the next transparent object. 

0206. Then, as shown in FIG. 7, when the processing unit 
100 performs the processing of composing and representing 
for all transparent objects, the processing unit 100 generates 
images by generating color of each pixel on the basis of the 
RGB value of each pixel stored in the frame buffer 170. 
Thereafter, when the processing unit 100 outputs the gen 
erated images to the display unit 400, the images are 
displayed on the display unit 400 (Step SA6). 
0207. When the processing unit 100 performs the above 
described processing, for example, the image shown in FIG. 
2 is displayed on the Screen. 

0208. When the light is irradiated from the far side of the 
Screen to the plane 2, because the light is reflected on the 
polygons constituting the back of the canopy 4, the color 
caused by the reflection of light on the back of the canopy 
4 is displayed on the Screen. Further, the pilot 6 is displayed 
on the Screen So as to be disposed at the nearer Side than the 
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back of the canopy 4. Furthermore, the front of the canopy 
4 is displayed on the Screen So as to be translucent (trans 
parent). 
0209. On the other hand, when the light is irradiated from 
the near Side of the Screen to the plane 2, for example, the 
image shown in FIG. 3 is displayed on the screen. 
0210 Because the light is irradiated from the near side, 
the light is reflected on the polygons constituting the front of 
the canopy 4, the color caused by the reflection of light on 
the front of the canopy 4 is displayed on the Screen. Further, 
because the light is reflected on the front of the canopy 4, the 
alpha value of the front of the canopy 4 becomes high. 
Therefore, because the color of the pilot 6 at the far side of 
the front of the canopy 4 has less influence on the Screen, the 
image with the vague pilot 6 can be displayed on the Screen. 
0211 That is, the processing unit 100 describes the 
transparent object after describing the opaque object, and 
regarding the transparent object, the processing unit 100 
describes the polygons constituting the front of the trans 
parent object after describing the polygons constituting the 
back of the transparent object. 
0212. Accordingly, it is possible to display the images as 
shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 on the screen. 

0213 Further, according to the present embodiment, the 
processing unit 100 Sorts a plurality of polygons into the 
transparent polygons and the opaque polygons, for every 
object. Accordingly, the Sorting processing is more reduced 
than the case the processing unit 100 Sorts all polygons. That 
is, because the number of the objects is less than the number 
of the polygons, when the processing unit 100 sorts the 
polygons into the transparent polygons and the opaque 
polygons, for every object, the Sorting processing can be 
more reduced than the case of for every polygon. 
0214) Further, because the description order of all trans 
parent polygons is decided on the basis of the Z value of the 
transparent object, the Sorting processing is more reduced 
than the case of Sorting all transparent polygons. 
0215. Further, in order to decide the description order of 
the transparent polygons included in one transparent object, 
the transparent polygons are Sorted into only two of the 
polygons constituting the back and the polygons constituting 
the front. Accordingly, the Sorting processing is more 
reduced than the case of giving prior order to all transparent 
polygons in describing. AS described above, according to the 
embodiment of the present invention, it is possible to realize 
the realistic display by a relative simple processing. 
0216) Next, an exemplary hardware structure realizable 
of the embodiment of the present invention will be explained 
with reference to FIG. 9, as follows. 
0217. An apparatus as shown in FIG. 9 comprises a CPU 
1000, a ROM 1002, a RAM 1004, a data storage medium 
1006, a sound generation IC 1008, an image generation IC 
1010, and I/O ports 1012 and 1014, that are interconnected 
by a system bus 1016 so that data can be exchanged 
therebetween. A display device 1018 is further connected to 
the image generation IC 1010, a speaker 1020 is further 
connected to the sound generation IC 1008, a control device 
1022 is further connected to the I/O port 1012, and a 
communication device 1024 is further connected to the I/O 
port 1014. 
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0218. The apparatus comprising the CPU 1000, the ROM 
1002, the RAM 1004, the sound generation IC 1008, the 
image generation IC 1010, the I/O port 1012, the I/O port 
1014, the system bus 1006, and the communication device 
1024, corresponds to the game apparatus body, and the 
processing unit 100 shown in FIG. 4 can be achieved in the 
above-described apparatus. The communication device 1024 
may be contained in or provided outside the covering body 
of the game apparatus body. 

0219. The data storage medium 1006 stores primarily a 
program, object data for determining objects, texture data 
for mapping textures on the objects color data concerning 
color information of Vertexes of polygons, Sound data, play 
data, and so on. The storage unit 200 shown in FIG. 4 can 
be achieved in the data storage medium 1006. 
0220. In case the apparatus realizable of the embodiment 
of the present invention is a computer system, a CD-ROM, 
a DVD, a MO, a hard disc or other medium is used as the 
data storage medium 1006 for storing the game program 210 
and other data. In case the apparatus realizable of the 
embodiment of the present invention is a consumer game 
machine, a CD-ROM, a DVD, a game cassette, a hard disc 
or other medium is used as the data storage medium 1006. 
In case the apparatus realizable of the embodiment of the 
present invention is an arcade game machine, a hard disc, a 
a Semiconductor memory Such as a Rom or other medium is 
used as the data storage medium 1006. In this case, the 
program and the data Stored in the storage unit 200 may be 
stored in the ROM 1002. Further, it is unnecessary that the 
program and the data Stored in the Storage unit 200 are Stored 
in one Storage medium. If the program and the data can be 
Separated from each other, they may be separately Stored in 
Storage mediums. For example, the game program 210 may 
be stored in one Storage medium, and the game data 220 may 
be Stored in another Storage medium. 
0221) The control device 1022 is equivalent to a game 
controller, an input operating panel or the like. Further, the 
control device 1022 is one used by a player when the player 
inputs the decision results while playing the game to the 
apparatus body. 

0222. The CPU 1000 controls the overall of the apparatus 
and processes various data, according to the game program 
Stored in the data Storage medium 1006, the System program 
including initialization data for the apparatus and So on, 
stored in the ROM 1002, signals inputted by the control 
device 1022, or the like. 

0223) The RAM 1004 is a storage means used as an 
operating memory by the CPU 1000, or the like. Further, the 
RAM 1004 stores the particular contents of the data storage 
medium 1006 or the ROM 1002, operating results of the 
CPU 1000, or the like. The temporary storage unit 124 
shown in FIG. 4, can be achieved in the function of the 
RAM 1004. For example, the coordinate values of the 
representative points of the objects and the object Sets, the 
coordinate values of the Vertexes constituting the polygons, 
the coordinate values of the light Source and the View point, 
and so on are stored in the RAM 1004 temporarily. 
0224. The sound generation IC 1008 and the image 
generation IC 1010 are also disposed in Such a type of game 
apparatus to generate and output Sounds and images appro 
priate to the game. 
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0225. The sound generation IC 1008 is an integrated 
circuit for generating game Sounds Such as Sound effects, 
background music and So on, on the basis of the data Stored 
in the data storage medium 1006 or the ROM 1002, accord 
ing to the operation signal outputted from the CPU 1000. 
The game Sounds generated by the Sound generation IC 
1008 are outputted from the speaker 1020. 
0226. The image generation IC 1010 is an integrated 
circuit for generating pixel data to be outputted to the display 
device 1018, on the basis of the coordinate values, the color 
data or the like outputted from the RAM 1004, the ROM 
1002, the data storage medium 1006, or the like, according 
to the operation signal outputted from the CPU 1000. That 
is, the function of the image generation unit 150 shown in 
FIG. 4 can be primarily achieved in the image generation IC 
1010. The image generation IC 1010 comprises a VRAM as 
the projection data Storage unit 166. 
0227. The display device 1018 means a display device 
Such as a CRT, a LCD, a TV, a head mount display, a plasma 
display, a projector or the like. 
0228. The communication device 1024 is a device for 
communicating various data used by the game apparatus 
with an external device. If the game apparatus is connected 
with another game apparatus, the communication device 
1024 is used for communicating game programs, predeter 
mined data corresponding to game programs, or other data 
with another game apparatus, through the communications 
line. 

0229. The storage medium 1006 may be portable or 
non-portable, and may be contained in or provided outside 
the game apparatus body. 
0230 FIG. 10 shows an exemplary case wherein the 
embodiment of the present invention is applied to a game 
System comprising a host apparatus 1300 and terminals 
1304-1 to 1304-k connected to the host apparatus 1300 
through a network 1302. Herein, “k” is an integral number 
which is not less than 2, and the host apparatus 1300 is 
connected to "k' of terminals. 

0231. In FIG. 10, the game program 210, the game data 
220 and so on, stored in the storage unit 200 shown in FIG. 
4, are Stored in, for example, a data Storage medium 1306 
under control of the host apparatus 1300, Such as a magnetic 
disk device, a magnetic tape device, a memory, or other 
medium. 

0232. In case each of the terminals 1304-1 to 1304-k 
comprises a CPU, an image generation IC and a Sound 
generation IC and can generate game images and game 
sounds with standing alone, the host apparatus 1300 distrib 
utes the game program, data and So on Stored in the data 
storage medium 1306, to the terminals 1304-1 to 1304-k, 
through the communication line 1302. 
0233. On the other hand, in case each of the terminals 
1304-1 to 1304-k cannot generate game images and game 
Sounds with Standing alone, the host apparatus 1300 gener 
ates game images and game Sounds, to distribute them to the 
terminals 1304-1 to 1304-k. Therefore, each terminal out 
puts the game images and the game Sounds. 
0234. Although the present invention has been explained 
according to the above-described embodiment, it should also 
be understood that the present invention is not limited to the 
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embodiment and various changes and modifications may be 
made to the invention without departing from the gist 
thereof. 

0235 According to the above-described embodiment, a 
plurality of polygons constituting each transparent object are 
Sorted into polygons constituting the back of the transparent 
object and polygons constituting the front of the transparent 
object, before the transparent object is perspective projected. 
However, each transparent object may be perspective pro 
jected without Sorting a plurality of polygons constituting 
the transparent object. In other words, in case of translucent 
composing a plurality of polygons constituting each trans 
parent object by the Z buffer algorithm in the frame buffer 
170, polygons constituting the back of the transparent object 
are translucent composed first, and color data of the poly 
gons are written in the frame buffer 170, and after polygons 
constituting the front of the transparent object are translu 
cent composed, and color data of the polygons are written in 
the frame buffer 170. 

0236. For example, the processing unit 100 may perform 
the perspective projection processing to each transparent 
object twice. That is, after describing all opaque objects 
according to the Z buffer algorithm, at the above-described 
Step SA5, the flow of the processing when the processing 
unit 100 describes the transparent objects in order is shown 
in FIG. 11. 

0237 First, when the processing unit 100 perspective 
projects the polygons constituting one transparent object 
(StepSC1), the processing unit 100 determines whether the 
polygon is back one constituting the back of the transparent 
object or front one constituting the front of the transparent 
object, on the basis of the angle between the normal vector 
and the eyes vector (Step SC2). 
0238. Then, in case the processing unit 100 determines 
that the polygon is back one (Step SC2; YES), the process 
ing unit 100 processes the polygon according to the Z buffer 
algorithm of the hidden Surfaces processing, and composes 
and writes color data of the polygon (Step SC3). On the 
other hand, in case the processing unit 100 determines that 
the polygon is front one (Step SC2, NO), the processing unit 
100 does not describe the polygon. 
0239). The processing unit 100 processes the above-de 
Scribed processing to all polygons constituting the transpar 
ent object in voluntary order (Step SC4). 
0240 Then, after processing the above-described pro 
cessing to all polygons (Step SC4, YES), when the process 
ing unit 100 again perspective projects the polygons con 
stituting the same transparent object (Step SC5), the 
processing unit 100 determines whether the polygon is back 
one constituting the front of the transparent object or front 
one constituting the back of the transparent object, on the 
basis of the angle between the normal vector and the eyes 
vector (Step SC6). 
0241 Then, in case the processing unit 100 determines 
that the polygon is front one (Step SC6; YES), the process 
ing unit 100 processes the polygon according to the Z buffer 
algorithm of the hidden Surfaces processing, and composes 
and writes color data of the polygon (Step SC7). On the 
other hand, in case the processing unit 100 determines that 
the polygon is back one (Step SC6; NO), the processing unit 
100 does not describes the polygon. The processing unit 100 
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processes the above-described processing to all polygons 
constituting the transparent object in Voluntary order (Step 
SC8). 
0242. Then, the processing unit 100 carries out the 
above-described twice perspective projection processing to 
a plurality of transparent objects in order of Z value. In the 
case as well, the images shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 are 
displayed on the Screen. 
0243 Further, according to the above-described embodi 
ment, before perspective projecting each transparent object, 
the processing unit 100 Sorts a plurality of polygons con 
Stituting the transparent object into polygons constituting the 
back of the transparent object and polygons constituting the 
front of the transparent object. However, the processing unit 
100 sorts the polygons in order of Z value. 
0244 That is, after processing and describing all opaque 
objects according to the Z buffer algorithm of the hidden 
Surfaces processing, the processing unit 100 operates the Z 
values of a plurality of polygons constituting the transparent 
object. Basically, the Z values of a plurality of vertexes 
constituting the polygon are averaged, and thereby the Z 
value of the polygon is determined. Then, the processing 
unit 100 sorts a plurality of polygons in order of Z value. 
Then, when the processing unit 100 perspective projects the 
plurality of polygons in order of Z value, in order, the 
processing unit 100 processes the perspective projected 
polygons according to the Z buffer algorithm of the hidden 
SurfaceS processing, and composes and describes the poly 
gonS. 

0245. Then, the processing unit 100 processes a plurality 
of transparent objects by the above-described processing, in 
order of Z value. In the case as well, the images shown in 
FIGS. 2 and 3 are displayed on the screen. 
0246. Further, even if the transparent object 522 is 
formed in a ZigZag as shown in FIG. 12, because a plurality 
of polygons are composed and described in order of Z value, 
the transparent object 522 is displayed clearly and realisti 
cally without inconsistency. 
0247. Further, according to the above-described embodi 
ment, the identifier for identifying each object as a trans 
parent object or an opaque object is provided for every 
object. However, the identifier for identifying each polygon 
as a transparent object or an opaque polygon may be 
provided for every polygon. 
0248. In the case, the processing unit 100 sorts a plurality 
of polygons into transparent polygons and opaque polygons 
before describing the polygons, and Sorts a plurality of 
transparent polygons in order of Z value. Then, the proceSS 
ing unit 100 processes the opaque polygons according to the 
Z buffer algorithm of the hidden Surfaces processing in 
order, and describes the polygons. Then, the processing unit 
100 processes the transparent polygons according to the Z 
buffer algorithm of the hidden Surfaces processing in order 
of Z value, and composes and describes the polygons. In the 
case as well, the images shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 are 
displayed on the Screen. 
0249 Further, even if the transparent object 522 is 
formed in a ZigZag as shown in FIG. 12, because a plurality 
of polygons are composed and described in order of Z value, 
the transparent object 522 is displayed clearly and realisti 
cally without inconsistency. 
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0250) Further, according to the above-described embodi 
ment, it has mainly been explained that the present invention 
is applied to the flight game. However, the present invention 
may be applied to another game, for example, a football 
game, a baseball game, a Sports game, a fighting action 
game, a racing game, a roll playing game, a simulation 
game, a gun game, and So on. For example, according to a 
car racing game, even if a window glass of a car model is 
modeled as a transparent object or transparent polygons, the 
window glass can be displayed on the Screen, like the 
canopy 4 as described above. 
0251 Further, the present invention can be applied not 
only to the consumer game machine and the arcade game 
machine but also to a simulator, a game machine for a 
large-scale attraction in which a lot of players participate, a 
personal computer, a work Station, a conventional computer 
game, or the like. 
0252) A main effect according to the embodiment of the 
present invention will be indicated, as follows. 
0253) According to the present invention, in case one 
transparent polygon is at the far Side of another transparent 
polygon, the near transparent polygon is described with 
color data on which color data of the far transparent polygon 
are reflected. Consequently, it is possible to express an 
image as one transparent polygon is at the far Side of another 
transparent polygon. That is, according to the present inven 
tion, even if a plurality of transparent polygons and a 
plurality of opaque polygons are positioned in any order in 
the eyes direction, it is possible to display the realistic image 
on a Screen. For example, because it is possible to express 
an image as light reflected on the far transparent polygon is 
reflected on the near transparent polygon, it is possible to 
display the realistic image on the Screen. 
0254 The entire disclosure of Japanese Patent Applica 
tion No. Tokugan 2000-376703 filed on Dec. 11, 2000 
including Specification, claims, drawings and Summary are 
incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for generating image data of a virtual 

three-dimensional Space viewed from a predetermined view 
point, comprising: 

determining a plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces 
in the virtual three-dimensional Space; 

deciding a description order of the plurality of transparent 
primitive Surfaces in order of far from the predeter 
mined view point; and 

describing the plurality of transparent primitive Surfaces 
by composing color data of the transparent primitive 
Surfaces in the description order. 

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising: 
describing a primitive Surface other than the plurality of 

transparent primitive Surfaces before describing the 
transparent primitive Surfaces. 

3. The method as claimed in claim 2, further comprising: 
performing a predetermined hidden Surfaces processing to 

the primitive Surface other than the plurality of trans 
parent primitive Surfaces and the plurality of transpar 
ent primitive Surfaces, and describing the transparent 
primitive Surfaces. 
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4. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising: 
deciding the description order So as to give priority an 

object including primitive Surfaces other than the plu 
rality of transparent primitive Surfaces over an object 
including the plurality of transparent primitive Sur 
faces, for every object; and 

describing the primitive Surfaces other than the plurality 
of transparent primitive Surfaces and the transparent 
primitive surfaces, for every object, in the description 
order. 

5. A method for generating image data of a virtual 
three-dimensional space viewed from a predetermined View 
point, comprising: 

determining a plurality of primitive Surfaces including an 
opaque primitive Surface and a plurality of transparent 
primitive surfaces in the virtual three-dimensional 
Space, 

deciding a first description order of the plurality of 
primitive surfaces so as to give priority the opaque 
primitive surface over the plurality of transparent 
primitive Surfaces; 

deciding a second description order of the plurality of 
transparent primitive Surfaces in order of far from the 
predetermined view point; and 

performing a hidden Surfaces processing to the plurality 
of primitive surfaces according to a Zbuffer algorithm, 
writing color data of the opaque primitive Surface in a 
frame buffer, and writing color data composed of color 
data of each of the transparent primitive Surfaces and 
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the color data written in the frame buffer, in the frame 
buffer, in the first description order and the second 
description order. 

6. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising: 
determining a light Source in the virtual three-dimensional 

Space; 

operating brightness of the transparent primitive Surfaces 
on the basis of the light Source; and 

deciding color data of the transparent primitive Surfaces 
on the basis of the brightness. 

7. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising: 
determining at least one of the transparent primitive 

surfaces to be at least one portion of a predetermined 
vehicle object or a predetermined plane object in the 
virtual three-dimensional space. 

8. A method for generating image data of a Virtual 
three-dimensional space viewed from a predetermined View 
point, comprising: 

composing color data of one of a plurality of transparent 
surfaces determined in the virtual three-dimensional 
space and color data of another of the transparent 
surfaces, to describe the transparent Surfaces. 

9. The method as claimed in claim 1 performed on a game 
apparatus, further comprising: 

executing a predetermined game; and 
generating game image data of the predetermined game, 

comprising the image data of the virtual three-dimen 
Sional space. 


